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SAMA Project
Part IV: in class W 14 Oct; citations posted on TLEARN no later than M 19 Oct

Red = Instructor’s instructions.

IV is a guided exercise in an electronic classroom in the library.
Have the Reserve books (Cook & Gantz) handy.
Return assignment Part III at the beginning of class.

BENJAMIN:
Discussion of Assignment Part III – kinds of sources, kinds of info from each.
Segue into discussion of citation styles, then AJA style sheet.

NICOLLE:
More discussion. Several of the resources you consulted are not in themselves references and do not link directly to articles/images, but provide information about articles or books that pertain to your topic. Some of the resources you consulted for Assignment Part III lead directly to information you can cite in a research paper.

B&N:
Students work individually through this. B & N available for questions. Display questions on overhead screen as appropriate.
Choose one statement or image that you think is particularly informative or interesting. Add that statement or a link to the image or provide a brief description of the image to your TLEARN posting, along with a complete citation.